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Abstract
A conjecture for computing all genus topological closed string amplitudes on toric
local Calabi-Yau threefolds, by interpreting the associated 5-brane web as a Feynman
diagram, is given. A propagator and three point vertex is defined which allows us to
write down the amplitude associated with 5-brane web. We verify the conjecture that
this amplitude is equal to the closed string partition function by computing integer
invariants for resolved conifold and certain curves of low degree in local del Pezzo
surfaces, local Hirzebruch surfaces and their various blowups.
1 Introduction
Topological string amplitudes have been of interest to physicists and mathematicians for a
long time. For physicists these amplitudes compute terms in the low energy effective action
of the theory obtained by compactifying IIA sting theory on a Calabi-Yau threefold [1]. They
are of interest to mathematicians since they are the generating functions of Gromov-Witten
invariants [2, 3] of holomorphic curves in Calabi-Yau threefold [4].
For the case of toric Calabi-Yau threefolds various techniques are available for computing
these amplitudes. Localization can be used for a direct calculations in the A-model [5].
This was discussed in detail in [6] for genus zero case using mirror symmetry. Higher genus
calculations, using localization, for the local IP2 case were carried out in [7]. B-model calcu-
lation, although tedious, provide another way of calculating these amplitudes up to certain
unknown constants which can sometimes be fixed from their behavior at the singular points
[8] in the moduli space and using the hidden integrality properties of the invariants [9].
Integer invariants of holomorphic curves in Calabi-Yau threefolds were defined in [10] and it
was shown that topological closed string amplitudes when interpreted from the target space
point of view are the generating functions of these integer invariants,
F (ω) =
∞∑
g=0
g2g−2s Fg(ω) =
∞∑
m=1
∑
β∈H2(X,Z )
∞∑
r=0
N rβ
m
(2sin(m
gs
2
))2r−2 e−mβ·ω . (1)
Where X is the Calabi-Yau with Ka¨hler form ω and N rβ ∈ Z are the invariants. Topological
open string amplitudes were reformulated in terms of open string integer invariants in [11]
by interpreting them from the target space point of view.
A completely new way of obtaining the topological closed string amplitudes from the Chern-
Simons theory was developed in [12] using geometric transition: deformation versus resolu-
tion of the singularity. The case of blown up conifold was discussed in detail and all genus
closed string amplitude of the blown up conifold was derived from the partition function
of the Chern-Simons theory on S3. Recently this open-closed duality, Chern-Simons the-
ory being the theory of topological open strings, was proved from the world-sheet point
of view [13]. The fact that both open and closed string invariants are related to knot in-
variants in a geometry obtained via geometric transition has been checked for many cases
[14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20].
Closed string invariants for more complicated geometries, such as local toric del Pezzo sur-
faces, have been calculated from the Chern-Simons theory using geometric transition [20, 21].
Unlike the case of the resolved conifold, in these cases the Chern-Simons theory on the space
obtained after geometric transition gets corrections from the holomorphic curves with bound-
aries on the 3-cycles [22]. This open-closed duality, Chern-Simons theory being the theory
of open strings [22], has been checked in many cases and is by far the easiest method for
calculating the Gromov-Witten invariants and check their hidden integrality properties as
formulated in terms of integer invariants [10]
It is well known that knot invariants in the Chern-Simons theory can be calculated using
the WZW theory. In this note we conjecture that using the 5-brane web description of
toric local Calabi-Yau threefolds [23] the topological closed string partition function can
be written directly using the propagator and vertex defined by states and operators in the
large N WZW theory. Since the 5-brane web naturally gives rise to a Riemann surface the
topological closed string partition function is an amplitude associated with this Riemann
surface. The conjecture is motivated by the lattice model interpretation of the topological
closed string amplitudes given in [21]. It follows from their discussion once we recognize that
the “three point vertex” is more basic than the four point vertex of the lattice model [21]
and that all 5-brane web diagrams can be constructed from (1,0) 5-brane (“the propagator”)
, three point vertex given by (1,0), (0,1) (1,1) 5-branes and their SL(2,Z) transforms. We
verify the idea by computing integer invariants, from this 5-brane web amplitude, for various
geometries.
Using the 5-brane/7-brane description of certain local Calabi-Yau threefolds, developed in
[24] we conjecture the form of closed string partition function for some non-toric threefolds.
From the 5-brane/7-brane description of toric local Calabi-Yau threefolds it appears that
closed string partition function is given by particular Feynman diagrams in the vacuum
to vacuum amplitude. The case of non-toric threefolds will be discussed in more detail
elsewhere[18].
This paper is organized as follows. In section two we discuss briefly the 5-brane web de-
scription of toric local Calabi-Yau threefolds. We also discuss, in this section, the Riemann
surface coming from the 5-brane web when IIB string theory is lifted to M-theory after com-
pactification on a circle. In section two we define the propagator and the three point vertex
using the states and the operators of the WZW theory. We also discuss the matrix elements
and and their computation which will be needed later to work out the integer invariants.
The matrix elements we will need are related to the Hopf link with linking number plus one
and therefore the discussion of matrix elements is mostly based on section three of [21]. In
section three we compute integer invariants for a few curves of low degree in various toric
local Calabi-Yau threefolds with a single compact divisor from the 5-brane web description.
A more complete account of these invariants for curves of higher degree in these geometries
will be given elsewhere [18].
2
2 Local threefolds and 5-brane webs and the Riemann
surface
In this section we discuss toric local Calabi-Yau threefolds, their dual description involving
(p, q) 5-branes of type IIB string theory and the Riemann surface associated with the web.
2.1 CY and 5-brane web
The relation between local toric Calabi-Yau spaces and 5-brane webs of type IIB string
theory follows from the basic duality between M-theory on T 2 and type IIB string theory on
S1. Consider as an example the resolved conifold which has a toric description given by the
following equation [31],
|X1|
2 + |X2|
2 − |X3|
2 − |X4|
2 = r, (2)
(X1, X2, X3, X4) = (e
iθX1, e
iθX2, e
−iθX3, e
−iθX4) .
At a point, where none of Xi are zero we have a T
4/U(1). Where the U(1) acts with
|X 1|2
|X 2|
|X 3|2
2
I
I
I
I
I
1
2
3
4
5
Figure 1: The resolved conifold. Line segments Ia represent different collapsing U(1)’s.
3
charges (1, 1,−1 − 1) on the phases of Xa which form the T 4. On different line segments
Ia, shown in Fig. 1, two different Xa become zero and therefore we are left with a single
U(1) after modding out. If we consider the R2 orthogonal to the line passing through the
origin and making equal angle with all three axis then we get a T 2 fibration over this plane
with T 2 degenerating as shown in Fig. 2. On this plane we can choose the directions such
I
I
I
I
I
1
2
4
5
3
Figure 2: Projection of the resolved conifold.
that (p, q) cycle degenerates along a line segment oriented in the (p, q) direction. Now if we
apply M-theory/IIB duality adiabatically we see that the T 2 disappears and its information
is encoded in the branes present along the locus of degeneration. The line segment directed
in the (p, q) direction , along which (p, q) cycle was degenerating, now has (p, q) 5-brane of
IIB string theory.
The 5D N = 1 theory on the transverse space coming from M-theory on the CY is dual
to the 5D N = 1 theory on the 5-brane web. By compactifying one direction transverse to
the conifold we can go to type IIA string theory on the blown up conifold. Compactifying
one of the common directions of the 5-branes we can go back to M-theory with 5-brane web
becoming a single M5-brane wrapped on a Riemann surface embedded in R2×T 2. We will see
that this Riemann surface plays the central role in writing down the string partition function.
This perhaps is related to the results of [27, 28] where relation between string partition
functions and M5-brane theory was explored. The Riemann surface projects to R2 as a
thickened 5-brane web. The N = 2 theory on the transverse space obtained by compactifying
type IIA string theory on a local Calabi-Yau threefolds has a dual description as the theory
on an M5-brane wrapped on the Riemann surface associated with the corresponding web.
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For toric local Calabi-Yau this Riemann surface can easily be obtained from the toric data
Figure 3: The Riemann surface associated with the 5-brane web dual to the resolved conifold.
and plays an important role in constructing the mirror Calabi-Yau threefold. If the Riemann
surface associated with web is given by f(eu, ev) = 0 (u,v being coordinates on R2 × T 2)
then the mirror Calabi-Yau threefold is given by
f(eu, ev) = xy , x, y ∈ CI. (3)
3 5-brane webs as Feynman diagrams
5-brane webs provide an interesting way of encoding the geometry of the dual Calabi-Yau
threefold. The curves in the CY which give rise to BPS states of the N = 1 5D theory cor-
respond to (p, q) strings ending on the (p, q) 5-branes of the web. From this web description
of curves it is easy to compute the intersection number of curves and also the genus of a
curve using the fact that the web of (p, q) strings should be trivalent [25, 23, 26].
The most basic web is the one composed of the (1, 0), (0, 1) and the (1, 1) 5-brane. This
web corresponds to the threefold CI3 as can be seen by taking the limit in which the Ka¨hler
parameter of the IP1 of the resolved conifold goes to infinity. Since we are in type IIB string
5
theory which has SL(2,Z) symmetry, therefore their is no unique web corresponding to a
local toric Calabi-Yau threefold. By an SL(2,Z) transformation
(
p r
q s
)
we can map the
(1, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1) web to (p, q), (r, s) and (p+ q, r+ s) web. The invariant aspect of this
transformed web is the intersection number of the external charges,
det
(
p r
q s
)
= 1 . (4)
If we have a web with three 5-brane meeting a point such that the intersection number of
any two of them is not ±1 then it is possible to resolve into a web with more than one
trivalent vertices such that the intersection numbers at both vertices are ±1. The fact that
the intersection number is not ±1 is reflection of the fact that the corresponding CY has a
singularity [23]. The resolution of the singularity of the Calabi-Yau is then reflected in the
dual web diagram as the appearance of more vertices. A simple example of this is given by
the web diagram of the Calabi-Yau which is the total space of O(−3) bundle over IP2. If
the IP2 is shrunk then the CY has a singularity and the web diagram of the singular CY
consists of (−1, 1), (2, 1) and (−1,−2) branes. The intersection numbers in this case are ±3
(depending on the orientation) and therefore the web can be resolved as shown in Fig. 4.
It is easy to check that the resolved web has intersection numbers ±1 at each vertex and
(−1,−2)
(2,1)
(−1,1)
(−1,−2)
(2,1)(−1,1)
(1,1)
(1,0)
(0,1)
Figure 4: Resolution of CI3/Z3.
therefore each vertex is an SL(2,Z) transform of the basic (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1) vertex.
Thus we can decompose any web into pieces which are SL(2,Z) transform of the basic three
point vertex and the (1, 0) 5-brane as shown in Fig. 5 for the case of resolved conifold and
local IP2.
In [21] a lattice model interpretation of topological closed string amplitudes was discussed
and it was suggested that with a web configuration in which all three point vertices can be
converted into four point vertices (in the CY context this corresponds to shrinking IP1’s with
normal bundle O(−1)⊕O(−1)) matrix element 〈R¯3, R¯4|V |R1, R2〉 should be associated with
the four point vertices and propagators e−lRr with the edges. Where |R > are the states of
the SU(N) WZW theory which are labeled by the highest weight representations R at level
6
Figure 5: a) Resolved conifold, b)local IP2. The Riemann surface associated with the web, and
the web itself, can be constructed from two basic objects.
k + N and lR is the first Casimir of the representation R equal to the number of boxes in
the Young-Tableaux of R. r is the length of the edge and is the Ka¨hler parameter of the
associated rational curve in the dual Calabi-Yau. In the case of an external edge we have
r 7→ ∞ and therefore the state associated with the external legs is the vacuum state |0〉. As
discussed in [21] the state |R1, R2〉 is given by the fusion coefficients,
|R1, R2〉 =
∑
R
NRR1R2 |R〉 , (5)
where the fusion coefficient are given in terms of the modular S matrix,
NRR1R2 =
∑
R′
SR′R1SR′R2S
−1
R′R
S0R′
. (6)
We have seen that three point vertex is more basic than the four point vertex and therefore
it is should be possible to associate with it a matrix element 〈R¯3|O|R2, 0〉, with O being
some appropriate operator and |0〉 ,|R2〉 states on the incoming circles and |R3〉 the state on
the outgoing circle as shown in Fig. 6. We always consider the vertices in which one of the
boundary circles goes of to infinity so that the state on it is the vacuum state. We take the
amplitude for this vertex to be 1
V (α, β;α− β) := 〈R¯3|S
−1|R2, 0〉 , (7)
where the operator O = S−1 has been chosen such that the corresponding SL(2,Z) matrix
takes the incoming circle β into an outgoing circle α.2 The importance of the three point
1I am grateful to Cumrun Vafa for pointing out a mistake in the definition of the vertex in an earlier
version of the preprint.
2The Riemann surface is embedded in R2 × T 2 and α, β are the basis of H1(T 2,Z) such that α · β = 1.
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α−β
β
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 R 1  R 2
a) b)
0
 R 2
Figure 6: a) The vertex, b) the propagator.
vertex has also been noted in [33] where a vertex with all three circles having non-trivial
state has been worked out.
An asymmetrical choice between β and α−β was made here. Of the two incoming cycles we
choose the one which is followed by the outgoing cycle in the counter clock-wise rotation on
the vertex. We will carefully choose our web diagrams from among all SL(2,Z) transforms
so that the operators at the vertices are of the form TmS−1T k for m, k ∈ Z . We will see that
this is possible for all local del Pezzo surfaces, local Hirzebruch surfaces and their various
blowups. This choice is made so that we can use the method given in [21] to calculate the
matrix elements 〈R¯|TmS−1T k|R′〉. For the propagator which is cylinder of length r with
states |R1〉 and |R2〉 at the two boundary circles JR1 , JR2 ∈ H1(T
2,Z) we choose,
P (JR1, JR2) := e
−lR1rδR1R2 . (8)
Although not all web diagrams would allow operators at the vertices of the form T nS−1Tm
simultaneously we will restrict ourselves to geometries which do allow such vertices so that
we can use the results of [21].
The states and the operators we used to define the propagator and the vertices are that of
the U(N) WZW theory. It is well known that the primary field of this theory are associated
with highest weight representations at level k +N [32, 34]. A state |R〉 with weight vector
λR has conformal dimension
hR =
(λR, λR + 2ρ)
2(k +N)
(9)
where ρ is one half the sum of positive roots. These states define an orthonormal basis of
the Hilbert space of the Chern-Simons theory on a manifold with boundary of genus one,
8
〈R¯1|R2〉 = δR1,R2. As discussed in [32] SL(2,Z) action on the boundary T
2 is implemented on
the Hilbert space using the operators S and T which form a representation of the SL(2,Z),
S2 = (ST )3 = C , where CR1,R2 = δR¯1,R2 . (10)
In the basis chosen above the T operator is diagonal with eigenvalue e2pii(hR−c/24) when acting
on the state |R〉. The S operator is not diagonal and is given by
SR1,R2 := K
∑
w∈W
ǫ(w)e−
2pii
k+N
(w(λR1+ρ),λR2+ρ) . (11)
Where K only depends on k and N andW is the Weyl group. From the relation between the
Hilbert space of the Chern-Simons theory and the space of conformal blocks of the WZW
theory [34] it follows that the matrix element WR1,R2 := 〈R¯1|S
−1|R2〉 is the link invariant
associated with the Hopf link of linking number +1 [21]. This essentially follows from the
path integral representation of the matrix element in the Chern-Simons theory. Since the
action of T is diagonal it follows that [21]
〈R¯1|T
mS−1T n|R2〈= 〈R¯1|S
−1|R2〉 (−1)
mlR1+nlR2 q
1
2
(mκR2+nκR1) , (12)
where lR as defined before is the number of boxes in the Young-Tableaux of representation
R and q = e
2pii
k+N . The integers κR are defined in terms of the number of rows d(µ
R) in the
Young Tableaux µR and number of boxes in a a given row µRi as
κR = lR +
d(µR)∑
i=1
µRi (µ
R
i − 2i). (13)
Thus we only need to calculate the matrix elements of S−1 which can be done easily using
the results of [35, 36, 21] as we will explain now.
WR1,R2: The matrix element is a function of q and λ := q
N . It is defined using the following
q-numbers,
[x] := q
x
2 − q−
x
2 , [x]λ = λ
1
2 q
x
2 − λ−
1
2 q
x
2 , (14)
and a polynomial associated with each Young-Tableaux µR given by
sµR(P (t)) = deti,jeµ̂R
i
+j−i , e0 = 1, ek<0 = 0 . (15)
Where µ̂R is the Young-Tableaux obtained by interchanging the rows and the columns and
ei are such that P (t) = 1 +
∑∞
n=1 ent
n. For example,
s = e1 , s = e
2
1 − e2 , s = e2 , (16)
s = e3 − 2e1e2 + e
3
1 , s = e3 , s = e3 − e1e2 .
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The matrix element WR1,R2 is given by [35, 36, 21]
WR1,R2 := dimqR1 (λ q)
lR2
2 sµR2 (EµR1 (t)) . (17)
Where
dimqR :=
∏
1≤i<j≤d(µR)
[µi − µj + j − i]
[j − i]
d(µR)∏
i=1
∏µi−i
v=−i+1[v]λ∏µi
v=1[v − i+ d(µR)]
. (18)
and
EµR(t) = (
d(µR)∏
j=1
1 + qµj−jt
1 + q−jt
) (1 +
∞∑
n=1
(
n∏
i=1
1− λ−1qi−1
qi − 1
)tn) . (19)
We will see later that in the large N limit keeping q fixed we will only need the leading order
term, coefficient of λ
lR1
+lR2
2 , in WR1,R2 which we denote by WR1,R2. It is easy to calculate
the leading order term since the expression for E0(t) simplifies in this limit and because the
leading order term in dimqR can be explicitly calculated and is given by [21]
qκR/4
∏
1≤i<j≤d(µR)
[µi − µj + j − i]
[j − i]
d(R)∏
i=1
µi∏
v=1
1
[v − i+ d(µR)]
. (20)
We list here WR1,R2 for a few representations which we will need later for computing integer
invariants.
W · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
=
qn(n−1)/4∏n
k=1(q
k/2 − q−k/2)
, (21)
WAn =
q−n(n−1)/4∏n
k=1(q
k/2 − q−k/2)
,
W , =
((q + q−1 − 1)
(q1/2 − q−1/2)2
)
W , =
1
(q1/2 − q−1/2)3
(1− q2 + q3)
1 + q
W , =
1
(q1/2 − q−1/2)3
q−2(1− q + q3)
1 + q
W , =
1
(q1/2 − q−1/2)4
q2(1− q3 + q4)
(1 + q)(1 + q + q2)
W , =
1
(q1/2 − q−1/2)4
1− q + q2 − q3 + q4
1 + q + q2
,
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W
,
=
1
(q1/2 − q−1/2)4
q1/2(1− q + q4)
(1 + q)(1 + q + q2)
W , =
1
(q1/2 − q−1/2)4
q1/2
1 + q
,
W , =
1
(q1/2 − q−1/2)4
q−1(1− q2 + q4)
(1 + q)2
,
W , =
1
(q1/2 − q−1/2)4
q−4(1− q + q2 + 2q3 − q5 + q6)
(1 + q)2
.
Where An is the Young-Tableaux with a single column of n rows and WR1 =WR1,0.
4 Resolved Conifold
We begin by considering the case of the resolved conifold with the following web diagram.
The operator at the right left vertex is S−1 which takes
(
0
1
)
to
(
1
0
)
and the operator at
the right vertex is also S−1 since it takes
(
0
−1
)
to
(
−1
0
)
. With vacuum states associated
with the boundary circles at infinity we get the amplitude
(1,−1)
(0,1)
(−1,1)
(0,−1)
(1,0) (−1,0)|R>
|0>
|0>
|0>
|0>
Figure 7: 5-brane web of the resolved conifold with vacuum states associated to the boundary
circles.
Zconifold =
∑
R
〈0, 0|S−1|R〉e−lR r〈R¯|S−1|0, 0〉 , (22)
=
∑
R
〈0|S−1|R〉e−lR r〈R¯|S−1|0〉 .
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We claim that the instanton corrections to the topological closed string amplitude on the
resolved conifold F
(c)
inst is given by
F
(c)
inst(T ) = −logZconifold(r) , q = e
igs . (23)
Where T is the renormalized Ka¨hler parameter. Thus −logZconifold gives the instanton
corrections to the closed topological string amplitude when written in terms of the renor-
malized Ka¨hler parameter T . To determine the relation between r and T we calculate the
term proportional to e−r,
I1 = e
−r〈0|S−1|R〉〈R¯|S−1|0〉 , (24)
= e−rW 2 ,
= e−r (
λ1/2 − λ−1/2
q1/2 − q−1/2
)2 .
In the large N limit λ 7→ ∞ and therefore to get a finite non-vanishing result we define T
as follows
r = T + log(λ) . (25)
Then we can write Eq(23) as
e−F
(c)
inst =
∑
R
e−lRT W2R(q) . (26)
Where as defined in the last section before WR(q) is the coefficient of λ
lR/2 in WR(q) :=
〈0|S−1|R〉. To see this gives the correct closed string expansion we calculate a few terms.
Denoting the term proportional to e−nT by In we have,
I1 := e
−TW2 = e−T
1
(q1/2 − q−1/2)2
(27)
I2 := e
−2T{W2 +W2 } = e−2T
q + q−1
(q1/2 − q−1/2)4(q1/2 + q−1/2)2
,
I3 := e
−3T{W2 +W2 +W2 } = e−3T
(q3 + q−3) + (q + q−1) + 2
(q1/2 − q−1/2)4(q1/2 + q−1/2)2(q3/2 − q−3/2)2
,
I4 := e
−4T{W2 +W2 +W2 +W2 +W2 }
= e−4T
C(q)
(q1/2 − q−1/2)6(q1/2 + q−1/2)4(q + q−1)2(q3/2 − q−3/2)2
.
Where
C(q) := (q6 + q−6) + (q4 + q−4) + 2(q3 + q−3) + 4(q2 + q−2) + 2(q + q−1) + 4 . (28)
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Since the resolved conifold has a single IP1 from Eq(1) it follows that the closed string
expansion for the conifold is given by [10]
F
(c)
inst(T ) =
∞∑
n=1
∞∑
g=0
NgC
n
(2sin(ngs/2))
2g−2 e−nT . (29)
Comparing this with Eq(26) using Eq(27) we get
− logZconifold = log(1 + I1 + I2 + I3 + I4 + · · ·) , (30)
= I1 + {I2 −
1
2
I21}+ {I3 − I2I1 +
1
3
I31}+ {I4 − I3I1 + I2I
2
1 −
1
2
I22 −
1
4
I41}+ · · · ,
=
e−T
(2sin(gs/2))2
+
e−2T
2(2sin(gs))2
+
e−3T
3(2sin(3gs/2))2
+
e−4T
4(2sin(2gs))2
+ · · · .
Which agrees with the expected closed string expansion.
5 Calabi-Yau with single compact divisor
In this section we will discuss non-compact toric Calabi-Yau threefolds which have a single
compact divisor. These Calabi-Yau manifolds are the total space of the canonical line bundle
over a toric Fano or toric almost Fano surface. We will consider the case of blowups of IP2
and the blowups of first and second Hirzebruch surfaces. We denote the blow up of IP2 at k
points by Bk.
5.1 IP2
The amplitude associated with the web diagram can be written down completely once the
gluing matrices associated with each vertex are known. All Riemann surfaces corresponding
to the 5-brane webs can be constructed from a ”propagator” (a cylinder) and SL(2,Z)
transform of a ”three point vertex” ( a sphere with three disks removed). The SL(2,Z)
gluing matrices associated with the vertices of the brane web contain the information about
how the propagators and the three point vertex are to be put together to get the web. These
gluing matrices are SL(2,Z) matrices which transform one edge of the three point vertex
with charge (p, q) into another edge with charge (r, s). For the case of non-compact Calabi-
Yaus with a single compact divisor the Riemann surface is of genus one which is reflected by
the fact that the 5-brane web has a single “face”. In this case we see that each three point
vertex used to construct the web has two edges which are the internal edges and therefore it
is natural to define the gluing matrix at that vertex to be the SL(2,Z) matrix which maps
13
a) b) c) d) e)
f) g) h)
Figure 8: a) IP2, b)B1, c)B2, d)B3, e) IP
1 × IP1, f) F2, g) F2 blown up at one point, h) F2
blown up at two points.
one internal edge to another internal edge associated with that vertex consistent with the
vertex defined before.
We begin with the case of IP2, which was discussed in detail in [21], for completeness. The
non-compact Calabi-Yau manifold is the total space of O(−3) bundle over IP2. The web
diagram dual to this non-compact CY can be obtained from the toric diagrams given in
Fig. 8(a) and is shown in Fig. 9. The equation for the Riemann surface which gives the
dual theory when M5-brane is wrapped on it can be easily determined from the mirror
superpotential or the toric data [29, 30]
1 + eu + ev + e−t−u−v = 0 . (31)
Where t is the Ka¨hler parameter of the generator of H2(IP
2,Z) which we will denote by H .
H is the class of IP1 given by a linear equation in IP2 and is such that H ·H = 1. From the
web digram we can determine the operators associated with the vertices. These operators
are just the operators in the WZW theory corresponding to the SL(2,Z) matrices mapping
the internal edges into each other at each vertex,(
0
1
)
V17→
(
1
0
)
V27→
(
−1
−1
)
V37→
(
0
1
)
, (32)
V1 = S
−1 , V2 = TS
−1T , V3 = TS
−1 .
Given these operators associated with the vertices we can write down the instanton contri-
bution to the closed string amplitude (this can also be obtained as the large N limit of the
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Figure 9: a) The 5-brane web dual to the local IP2, (p, q) 5-brane is oriented in the direction (p, q).
Ra denote the states propagating on the internal lines, b) the rational curve classes of the internal
edges.
Chern-Simons theory on local B3 with three non intersecting exceptional curves geometrically
transitioned to S3 as was done in[21]),
eF
(c)
inst =
∑
R1,R2,R3
e−
∑3
a=1
lara〈R¯3|V3|R2, 0〉〈R¯2|V2|R1, 0〉〈R¯1|V1|R3, 0〉 , (33)
=
∑
R1,R2,R3
e−
∑3
a=1
lara〈R¯3|V3|R2〉〈R¯2|V2|R1〉〈R¯1|V1|R3〉 .
Note: Local IP2 blown up at more than three points have web diagrams in which some of
the external legs are either parallel or cross each other. This is due to the fact that IP2 blown
up at more than three points in not toric although we can choose special points and blow
them up. The problem of intersecting external legs was solved in [24] by placing appropriate
(p,q)7-brane and allowing the 5-brane to end on these 7-brane so that the external 5-brane no
longer can go to infinity and cross each other. This 5-brane/7-brane picture can be simplified
so that the web is given by a single 5-brane going around the 7-brane as shown in Fig. 10
below.
In this picture it is easy to generalize and write amplitudes for non-toric local Calabi-Yau,
eF
(c)
inst :=
N∑
a=1
∑
Ra
e−
∑N
i=1
liri
N∏
i=1
〈Ri+1|Vi+1|Ri〉 . (34)
Where Vi are the SL(2,Z) monodromy matrices associated with the 7-branes. These ampli-
tudes for non-toric Calabi-Yau spaces will be discussed elsewhere [18].
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Figure 10: 5-brane/7-brane description of toric and non-toric local Calabi-Yau’s.
Coming back to the local IP2 case we determine the relation between ra and the renormalized
Ka¨hler parameter by calculating the terms with only one non-vanishing la.
la = δab: We denote the term with la = δab by Ib,
Ib = e
−rb(−1)W 2·, (λ, q) , (35)
= −e−rb(
λ1/2 − λ−1/2
q1/2 − q−1/2
)2 ,
= −
e−Tb
(q1/2 − q−1/2)2
,
=
e−Tb
(2sin(gs/2))2
.
Where the minus sign comes from the action of T operator on the state with fundamental
representation | 〉 and we have defined rb = Tb+log(λ) before taking the limit λ 7→ ∞. Tb is
the ”renormalized Ka¨hler parameter of the rational curve which lives on the b− th internal
edge of the web diagram. Since all the rational curves living on the internal edge of the
web diagram are in the same class H therefore we can set T1 = T2 = T3 =: TH . After this
redefinition we see that we only need the leading order terms in λ in the matrix elements
〈R¯|S−1|R¯′〉 as noted in [21],
eF
(c)
inst =
∑
R1,R2,R3
e−(l1+l2+l3)(TH−ipi)WR3,R2 WR2,R1 WR1,R3 q
1
2
(κR1+κR2+κR3 ) . (36)
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5.1.1 Integer invariants of few curve classes
We evaluate the invariants for the curve classes H, 2H and 3H . Terms contribution to nH
are proportional to e−nTH and therefore l1 + l2 + l3 = n. For n = 1 it follows form Eq(36)
that
I(H) = −3e−TH W2 . (37)
For n = 2 we have from Eq(36),
I(2H) = e−2TH (3qW2 + 3q−1W2 + 3W2 W , ) , (38)
= e−2TH 3q−1(2(q2 + q−2) + (q + q−1)) calW 2 . (39)
For n = 3,
I(3H) = −e−3TH (3q3W2 + 3q−3W2 + 3W2 +
6qW W W , + 6q
−1W W W , +W
2
, )
= −e−3TH q−3P (q)W2 ,
P (q) := 10(q6 + q−6) + 7(q5 + q−5) + 8(q4 + q−4) + 3(q3 + q−3)
+10(q2 + q−2) + 26(q + q−1) + 34
Thus up to e−3T the closed string expansion is given by
F
(c)
inst = log(1 + I(H) + I(2H) + I(3H) + · · ·) (40)
= I(H) + {I(2H)−
1
2
I(H)2}+ {I(3H)− I(H)I(2H) +
1
3
I(H)3}+ · · · ,
= e−TH
3
(2sin(gs/2))2
+ e−2TH{
3
2(2sin(gs))2
−
6
(2sin(gs/2))2
}+ e−3TH{
3
3(sin(3gs/2))2
+
27
(2sin(gs/2))2
− 10}+ · · ·
To get the integer invariant we compare the above expansion with the close string expansion
F
(c)
inst = e
−TH
N0H
(2sin(gs/2))2
+ e−2TH{
N0H
2(2sin(gs))2
+
N02H
(2sin(gs/2))2
}+ e−3TH{
N0H
3(sin(3gs/2))2
+
N03H
(2sin(gs/2))2
+N13H}+ · · · ,
to obtainNgH = 3 δg,0, N
g
2H = −6δg,0 and N
g
3H = 27δg,0 − 10δg,1.
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5.2 local B1
Consider now the case of a non-compact Calabi-Yau with a compact divisor which is IP2
blown up at one point, B1. The case when the divisor is a IP
2 can also be obtained from this
as we will show later. We will see that the geometry of the web (or the Riemann surface
given by mirror symmetry) when interpreted as a Feynman diagram completely determines
instanton corrections to the closed topological string amplitude.
The geometry of the web corresponding to local B1 is shown in Fig. 11. The Riemann surface
B 
F
B+F
F
R
V R
R
R
V
V4
4 V 3
2
1
1
2
3
Figure 11: The 5-brane web dual to the local B1, b) rational curves associated with the internal
edges.
can be obtained by thickening the web and is given by the following equation,
1 + eu + ev + e−t1−u+v + e−t2−u = 0 . (41)
This equation as well as the 5-brane web can be easily obtained from the toric data shown
in Fig. 8.
5.2.1 Ka¨hler parameters and homology
B1 is IP
2 blown up at one point and therefore has dimH2(B1) = 2. As a basis we take the
curves given by B := E and F := H −E where H is the class coming from IP2 and E is the
class of the exceptional curve obtained by blowing up. The intersection matrix is then ,
B2 = −1 , B · F = 1 , F 2 = 0 . (42)
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We have used the fact that B1 is a IP
1 bundle over IP1 to use as basis the base IP1 and
the fiber IP1 denoted by B and F respectively. We denote by tB,F the Ka¨hler parameters
of B and F . Since intersection numbers between effective curves must be non-negative it
follows that for nB +mF to be effective and therefore contribute to the topological string
amplitudes we must have
(nB +mF ) · B ≥ 0 7→ m ≥ n if m 6= 0 (43)
Each internal line of the web corresponds to a curve in B1. Denoting these curves by Ca it
follows that these curves are not independent (−KB1 is the class dual to the first Chern class
of B1)
4∑
a=1
Ca = −KB1 = 2B + 3F . (44)
It the follows that
C1 = F , C2 = B , C3 = F , C4 = B + F . (45)
From the web diagram, Fig. 11, it is easy to write down the gluing matrices Va associated
with the vertices, (
0
1
)
V17→
(
1
0
)
V27→
(
0
−1
)
V37→
(
−1
−1
)
V47→
(
0
1
)
, (46)
V1 = S
−1 , V2 = S
−1 , V3 = S
−1T−1 , V4 = TS
−1 .
The amplitude associated with the above 5-brane web is obtained by interpreting the cor-
responding Riemann surface/web as a one loop Feynman diagram with four external states.
We take the states associated with the external legs to be vacuum states |0〉. And the states
|Ra〉 propagating in the loop are summed over. With this prescription the amplitude whose
log gives the topological closed string instanton corrections is given by
eF
(c)
inst :=
∑
R1,R2,R3,R4
e−
∑4
a=1
lRara〈R¯4|V4|R3, 0〉〈R¯3|V3|R2, 0〉〈R¯2|V2|R1, 0〉〈R¯1|V1|0, R4〉 .
=
∑
R1,R2,R3,R4
e−
∑4
a=1
lRara〈R¯4|V4|R3〉〈R¯3|V3|R2〉〈R¯2|V2|R1〉〈R¯1|V1|R4〉 .
In the above equation ra is the length of the internal edge, la is the number of boxes in
the Young Tableau corresponding to the representation Ra and the term e
−lara comes from
the propagator joining the states at two adjacent vertices. Note that not all ra are actually
independent as we will see below. Note that if r2 = 0 we can sum over R2 and obtain the
expression for the local IP2 case [21].
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To determine the relation between ra and the renormalized Ka¨hler parameters TB,F we
evaluate terms in the Eq(47) with only one non-vanishing la.
la = δab: We denote this term by Ib,
Ib := (−1)
δb,2+δb,4 e−rb W 2 (q, λ) , (47)
= (−1)δb,2+δb,4 e−rb (
λ1/2 − λ−1/2
q1/2 − q−1/2
)2 .
In order to obtain a finite non-vanishing Ib in the limit λ 7→ ∞ we define the renormalized
Ka¨hler parameter Tb associated with curves Cb as follows
Tb := rb − log(λ) . (48)
Thus from the above equation and Eq(45) we get
r1 = T1 + log(λ) = TF + log(λ) , (49)
r2 = T2 + log(λ) = TB + log(λ) ,
r3 = T3 + log(λ) = TF + log(λ) ,
r4 = T4 + log(λ) = TB + TF + log(λ) .
5.2.2 Integer invariants of few curve classes
Using the above definition of ra in terms of TB,F we can write Eq(47) as
eF
(c)
inst =
4∑
a=1
∑
Ra
e−lBTB−lFTFWR4,R3 WR3,R2 WR2,R1 WR1,R4 (−1)
l2+l4 q
1
2
(κR4−κR2) .
where
lB := l2 + l4 , lF := l1 + l3 + l4 , (50)
and WRa,Rb are the coefficient of the leading power of λ, λ
la+lb
2 , in 〈Ra|S−1|Rb〉 and some of
them are listed in section 3. We denote the term with e−mTF−nTB in the above expansion
by I(nB +mF ). Using Eq(50) we evaluate the integer invariants associated with B, F and
B + F .
B: To obtain the coefficient of e−TB we see that we must have l1 = l3 = l4 = 0 and l2 = 1,
I(B) = −e−TB W2 , (51)
= −
e−TB
(q1/2 − q−1/2)2
,
=
e−TB
(2sin(gs/2))2
,
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where λ = qN and q = eigs. Since this curve class is not a multiple of another curve class
therefore we do not have to take into account any multiple cover contributions and comparing
it with the closed string expansion gives
N0B = 1 , N
g
B = 0 , g > 0 . (52)
Which is indeed the correct result given that the exceptional curve B is rigid and has zero
dimensional moduli space.
F : In this case we must have (l1, l2, l3, l4) = (1, 0, 0, 0) or (0, 0, 1, 0). Again denoting the
term by I(F ) we get
I(F ) = e−TF 2W2 , (53)
= −
2 e−TF
(2sin(gs/2))2
.
Again since there are no multiple cover contribution to be subtracted comparing with the
closed string expansion gives
N0F = −2 , N
g
F = 0 g > 0 . (54)
Which is indeed the correct result, since its moduli space is just the base curve which is
IP1 (since F is genus zero the moduli space of flat connections is trivial) and therefore
N0F = (−1)
dimMFχ(MF ) = −2.
B + F : Terms contributing in this case are the ones with (l1, l2, l3, l4) = (1, 1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1, 0)
and (0, 0, 0, 1).
I(B + F ) = e−TB−TF {−2W2 W , −W
2 } , (55)
=
3 e−TB−TF
(2sin(gs/2))2
−
2 e−TB−TF
(2sin(gs/2))4
.
Thus we get
F
(c)
inst = log(1 + I(B) + I(F ) + I(B + F ) + · · ·) , (56)
= I(B) + I(F ) + I(B + F )− I(B)I(F ) + · · · ,
=
e−TB
(2sin(gs/2))2
−
2e−TF
(2sin(gs/2))2
+
3e−TB−TF
(2sin(gs/2))2
+ · · ·
Thus we get
N0B+F = 3 , N
g
B+F = 0 , g > 0 . (57)
Which is indeed correct since B + F = H .
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5.3 B2
B2 is IP
2 blown-up at two points and can also be obtained from IP1 × IP1 by blowing up one
point. The 5-brane web diagram can be obtained from the toric diagram 8 directly or can
be obtained from the mirror Riemann surface
1 + eu + ev + e−t1−u−v + e−t2−u + e−t3−v , (58)
which is embedded in R2 × T 2 by taking the Ka¨hler parameter of T 2 to zero. Both these
description give the same 5-brane web shown in Fig. 12 below. From the toric diagram we
E
E
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H−E
H−E  −E
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1
1 2
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V
V
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Figure 12: 5-brane web dual to local B2.
immediately obtain the SL(2,Z) matrices associated with the trivalent vertices,
(
0
1
)
V17→
(
1
0
)
V27→
(
0
−1
)
V37→
(
−1
−1
)
V47→
(
−1
0
)
V57→
(
0
1
)
, (59)
V1 = S
−1 , V2 = S
−1 , V3 = S
−1T−1 , V4 = T
−1S−1T−1 , V5 = S
−1 .
Using these matrices we can immediately write down the amplitude associated with the web
diagram,
eF
(c)
inst :=
5∑
a=1
∑
Ra
e−
∑5
b=1
lbrb
5∏
i=1
〈Ri+1|Vi+1|Ri〉 , (60)
where R6 = R1 and V6 = V1. rb are the bare Ka¨hler parameters associated with the curve
classes Cb forming the internal line of the web,
C1 = H − E1 , C2 = E1 , C3 = H −E1 − E2 , C4 = E2 , C5 = H −E2 . (61)
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To determine the relation between rb and the renormalized parameters associated with Cb
denoted by Tb we calculate the terms in Eq(60) with la = δab.
la = δab: we denote this term by Ib,
Ib = (−1)
δb,2+δb,3+δb,4 e−rb W 2 , (62)
= (−1)δb,2+δb,3+δb,4 e−rb (
λ1/2 − λ−1/2
q1/2 − q−1/2
)2 .
Thus to be able to take the limit λ 7→ ∞ we define the rb in terms of the renormalized Ka¨hler
parameters TH , TE1 and TE2 ,
r1 = T1 + log(λ) = TH − TE1 + log(λ) , (63)
r2 = T2 + log(λ) = TE1 + log(λ) ,
r3 = T3 + log(λ) = TH − TE1 − TE2 + log(λ) ,
r4 = T4 + log(λ) = TE2 + log(λ) ,
r5 = T5 + log(λ) = TH − TE2 + log(λ)
5.3.1 Integer invariants of few curve classes
Using the above definition of TH,E1,E2 we can write the amplitude Eq(60) as
eF
(c)
inst =
5∑
a=1
∑
Ra
e−(lHTH−lE1TE1−lE2TE2 ) (−1)l2+l3+l4 q−
1
2
(κR2+κR3+κR4)
5∏
i=1
WRi+1,Ri . (64)
where
lH = l1 + l3 + l5 , lE1 = l1 + l3 − l2 , lE2 = l3 + l5 − l4 . (65)
we start with determining the invariants associated with the exceptional curves E1, E2 and
H −E1 − E2.
E1: This term, which we will denote by I(E1), is given by (l1, l2, l3, l4, l5) = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0),
I(E1) = −e
−TE1 W2 , (66)
=
e−TE1
(2sin(gs/2))2
.
This implies that
N0E1 = 1 , N
g
E1
= 0 , g > 0 . (67)
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Similarly the term corresponding to E2 is the same as above giving N
0
E2 = 1 and N
g
E2 for
g > 0 as expected since the exceptional curves are rigid with zero dimensional moduli space.
H −E1 − E2 There is only term which contributes here given by (l1, l2, l3, l4, l5) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0),
I(H − E1 −E2) = −e
−(TH−TE1−TE2 )W2 , (68)
=
e−TH+TE1+TE2
(2sin(gs/2))2
.
Thus we get NgH−E1−E2 = δg,0 since H −E1 − E2 is an exceptional curve.
5.4 B3
The web diagram in this case is given by Fig. 13. The SL(2,Z) matrices are determined by
E1
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E3
H−E −E
H−E −E
H−E −E
1 3
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Figure 13: 5-brane web dual to local B3.
the web diagram and are(
1
1
)
V17→
(
1
0
)
V27→
(
0
−1
)
V37→
(
−1
−1
)
V47→
(
−1
0
)
V57→
(
0
1
)
V67→
(
1
1
)
, (69)
V1 = T
−1S−1T−1 , V2 = S
−1 , V3 = S
−1T−1 , V4 = T
−1S−1T−1 , V5 = S
−1 , V6 = S
−1T−1 .
Then F
(c)
inst is given by
eF
(c)
inst =
6∑
a=1
∑
Ra
e−
∑6
b=1
lbrb
6∏
b=1
〈Rb+1|Vb+1|Rb〉 . (70)
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Where R7 = R1 and V7 = V1. calculation similar to the one done before gives the rb in terms
of normalized Ka¨hler parameters TH , TE1 , TE2, TE3,
r1 = TH − TE1 − TE3 + log(λ) , (71)
r2 = TE1 + log(λ) ,
r3 = TH − TE1 − TE2 + log(λ) ,
r4 = TE2 + log(λ) ,
r5 = TH − TE2 − TE3 + log(λ) ,
r6 = TE3 + log(λ) .
5.4.1 Integer invariants of few curve classes
To show that this correctly reproduces the integer invariants [10] we calculate some terms in
the above expansion corresponding to exceptional curves. First we rewrite Eq(70) in terms
of TH , TE1, TE2, TE3 ,
eF
(c)
inst =
6∑
a=1
∑
Ra
e−(lHTH−lE1TE1−lE2TE2) (−1)
∑6
i=1
liq−
1
2
(
∑6
i=1
κRi)
6∏
b=1
WRb+1,Rb (72)
Where
lH = l1 + l3 + l5 , lE1 = l1 + l3 − l2 , lE2 = l3 + l5 − l4 , lE3 = l1 + l5 − l6 . (73)
Ea: In this case we have to take l1 = l3 = l5 = 0 and la = δa,2 + δa,4 = δa,6.
I(Ea) = −e
−TEa ,W2 , (74)
=
e−TEa
(2sin(gs/2))2
.
Thus we get as expected NgEa = δg,0.
H −Ea − Eb, a 6= b: In this case we have only one term contributing for each curve. For
H − E1 − E3 we have la = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0), for H − E1 − E3 we have la = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) and
for H −E2 − E3 we have la = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Thus we get
I(H −Ea − Eb) = −e
−(TH−TEa−TEb)W2 , (75)
=
e−(TH−TE1−TE2 )
(2sin(gs/2))2
.
Thus again we get the correct result NgH−Ea−Eb = δg,0.
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5.5 F0 = IP
1 × IP1
This case was discussed in detail in [21]. We include this here for completeness. The web
diagram is shown in Fig. 14 from which we get the following SL(2,Z) matrices associated
with the vertices.
l
l
ll
1
1
22R
R
R
R 1
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3
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V1
V2
V3
V4
Figure 14: 5-brane web dual to local IP1 × IP1.
(
1
0
)
V17→
(
0
−1
)
V27→
(
−1
0
)
V37→
(
0
1
)
V47→
(
1
0
)
, (76)
V1 = V2 = V3 = V4 = S
−1 .
The amplitude associated with it is then given by
eF
(c)
inst =
4∑
a=1
∑
Ra
e−
∑4
a=1
lara
4∏
b=1
〈Rb+1|Vb+1|Rb〉. (77)
Where we have R5 = R1 and V5 = V1. This is exactly the expression obtained in [21] using
geometric transition of F0 blown up at four points. The relation between the renormalized
Ka¨hler parameters and r1,2 can be obtained from the terms with only one la non-vanishing.
la = δab
Ib = e
−rbW 2 , (78)
= e−rb (
λ1/2 − λ−1/2
q1/2 − q−1/2
)2 .
Thus λ 7→ ∞ limit implies that we have to define the renormalized Tl1 and Tl2 as follows
r1 = r3 = Tl1 + log(λ) , (79)
r2 = r4 = Tl2 + log(λ) .
Here l1,2 are the two IP
1 such that
la · lb = 1− δab . (80)
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5.6 F2
Now consider the case of local CY manifold which has compact divisor F2, the second
Hirzebruch surface. We consider this cases since it would be difficult to analyze using the
geometric transition technique [21, 20]. The toric diagrams are shown in Fig. 8 form which
we can obtain the the web diagram as shown in Fig. 15. In this case also to begin with we
have to determine which curve classes Ca correspond to the four internal lines of the web
diagram.
B
FF
B+2FR
R
RR
1
3
2 4
V 4
V 3V 2
V 1
Figure 15: 5-brane web dual to local F2.
Homology, Ka¨hler parameters, gluing matrices and the Riemann surface: Second
Hirzebruch surface F2 like F0 and B1 = F1 is a IP
1 bundle over IP1 and has a two dimensional
second homology group spanned by the class of the base IP1 and the class of the fiber IP1
which we denote with B and F respectively. The class dual to the first Chern class is given
by 2B + 4F and the intersection numbers are given by
B · B = −2 , B · F = 1 , F · F = 0 . (81)
From the web diagram it is clear that the curve between the two vertices with parallel
external legs is a curve of self-intersection -2 and therefore C3 = B. Also it is clear that
C2 = C4 = F since F is the only rational curve which intersects B at one point. Since∑4
a=1Ca = 2B + 4F (class dual to the first Chern class) thus C1 = B + 2F .
Form Fig. 15 we can easily determine the gluing matrices as the SL(2,Z) matrix associated
with a vertex which maps an incoming internal line into the outgoing internal line at that
vertex. With the orientation of the lines as shown in Fig. 15 we get
V1 = TS
−1 , V2 = S
−1T−1 , V3 = T
−1S−1 , V4 = S
−1T . (82)
The web diagram also completely determines the equation of the Riemann surface obtained
by thickening the web. As discussed before the theory on the M5-brane wrapped on this
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Riemann surface is dual to the N = 2 theory obtained by compactifying Type IIA string
theory on the local F2. The equation for the Riemann surface for the local F2 case is given
by
1 + eu + ev + e−t1−u + e−t2−2u−v = 0 . (83)
Where t1,2 are Ka¨hler parameters and u, v ∈ CI.
Topological string amplitude and renormalized Ka¨hler parameter: Using the above
gluing matrices one can immediately write down the closed string topological amplitude by
interpreting the Riemann surface associated with the above web diagram as a Feynman
digram with operators Va giving the interactions at the vertices.
eF(c) =
∑
Ra
e−
∑4
a=1
lara 〈R1|V4|R4, 0〉〈R4|V3|R3, 0〉 〈R3|V2|R2, 0〉〈R2|V1|R1, 0〉 , (84)
=
∑
Ra
e−
∑4
a=1
lara 〈R1|S
−1T |R4〉〈R4|T
−1S−1|R3〉 〈R3|S
−1T−1|R2〉〈R2|TS
−1|R1〉 .
To determine the renormalized Ka¨hler parameters TB, TF in terms of ra we determine terms
with only one la non-vanishing.
la = δab: we denote this term by Ib and it is the coefficient of e−rb in Eq(85),
Ib = e
−rb 〈 |S−1|0〉 〈0|S−1| 〉 , (85)
= −e−rb(
λ1/2 − λ−1/2
2sin(gs/2)
)2 ,
= −
e−Tb
(2sin(gs/2))2
.
Where in the last line we have taken the limit λ 7→ ∞ after defining the renormalized Ka¨hler
parameter TCb associated with the curve Cb such that
rb = TCb + log(λ) . (86)
Thus we get the following relations between ra and TCa ,
r1 = TB+2F + log(λ) = TB + 2TF + log(λ) (87)
r2 = TF + log(λ) ,
r3 = TB + log(λ) ,
r4 = TF + log(λ) .
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5.6.1 Integer invariants for few curves classes
Using the above relations we can write Eq(85) in terms of TB,F ,
eF
(c)
inst =
∑
Ra
e−(l1+l3)TB−(2l1+l2+l4)TF WR1,R4 WR4,R3 WR3,R2 WR2,R1 . (88)
Where as before WRa,Rb(q) is the coefficient of the leading power of λ in 〈¯|S
−1|0〉.
We calculate the integer invariants associated with B,F and B + F . The term contributing
to C we denote by I(C),
I(B) = e−TB W2 , (89)
= −
e−TB
(2sin(gs/2))2
.
This gives NgB = −δg,0. For F we get
I(F ) = e−TF 2W2 , (90)
= −
2e−TF
(2sin(gs/2))2
.
Which gives NgF = −2δg,0 as expected since the moduli space of F is just the base curve B
which is a IP1. Since we want to determine the expansion up to e−TB−2TF therefore we need
to determine also the term I(2F ),
I(2F ) = e−2TF {2W2 + 2W2 +W4 } , (91)
= e−2TF
q−1 + 2 + q
(q1/2 − q−1/2)4(q1/2 + q−1/2)2
.
Now consider the curve B + F .
I(B + F ) = e−TB−TF 2W2 W , , (92)
= −
2 e−TB−TF
(2sin(gs/2))2
+
2 e−TB−TF
(2sin(gs/2))4
.
Finally the term associated with B + 2F is
I(B + 2F ) = e−TB−2TF {W2 + 2W (W , W +W , W ) +W
2W2 , } , (93)
= e−TB−2TF
10− (q + q−1)− 4(q2 + q−2) + 4(q3 + q−3)
(q1/2 − q−1/2)6(q1/2 + q−1/2)2
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F
(c)
inst = log(1 + I(B) + I(F ) + I(2F ) + I(B + F ) + I(B + 2F ) + · · ·) , (94)
= I(B) + I(F ) + {I(2F )−
1
2
I(F )2}+ {I(B + F )− I(B)I(F )}
+{I(B + 2F )− I(B + F )I(F ) + I(B)I(F )2 − I(B)I(2F )}+ · · ·
= −
e−TB
(2sin(gs/2))2
− 2(
e−TF
(2sin(gs/2))2
+
e−2TF
2(2sin(gs))2
)−
2e−TB−TF
(2sin(gs/2))2
−
4e−TB−2TF
(2sin(gs/2))2
+ · · ·
Thus we get NgB+F = −2δg,0 and N
g
B+2F = −4δg,0 as expected [7].
5.7 F2 blown-up at one point
The web diagram in this case is given by Fig. 16 from which we can immediately write down
the SL(2,Z) matrices associated with the vertices.
B
F−E
E1
1
B+2F−E1
F
R
R
R
R
R
1
2
3
4
5
V V2 1
V 5
V 4
3V
Figure 16: 5-brane web of the local F2 blown-up at one point.
V1 = T
−1S−1 , V2 = TS
−1 , V3 = S
−1T−1 , V4 = T
−1S−1 , V5 = TS
−1 . (95)
The amplitude is given by,
eF
(c)
inst =
5∑
a=1
∑
Ra
e−
∑5
b=1
lbrb
5∏
b=1
〈Rb+1|Vb+1|Rb〉 . (96)
Where R6 = R1 and V6 = V1. By calculating the terms with la = δab we can determine the
renormalized; Ka¨hler parameters in terms of rb,
r1 = TB + 2TF − TE1 + log(λ) , (97)
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r2 = TF + log(λ) ,
r3 = TB + log(λ) ,
r4 = TF − TE1 + log(λ) ,
r5 = TE1 + log(λ) .
In terms of the renormalized Ka¨hler parameters the amplitude is given by,
eF
(c)
inst =
5∑
a=1
∑
Ra
e−(lBTB−lF TF−lE1TE1) (−1)l1+l4+l5 q
1
2
(κR5−κR4−κR1 )
5∏
b=1
WRb+1,Rb . (98)
where
lB := l1 + l3 , lF := 2l1 + l2 + l4 , lE1 = l1 + l4 − l5 . (99)
We compute the invariants for exceptional curves E1 and F −E1 to show that the amplitude
gives the correct result.
E1: Only one term with (l1, l2, l3, l4, l5) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) contributes,
I(E1) = e
−TE1 (−1)W2 , (100)
=
e−TE1 (2sin(gs/2))
2
7→ NgE1 = δg,0 .
F −E1: In this case also only one term with la = δa,4 contributes,
I(F − E1) = e
−(TF−TE1 ) (−1)W2 , (101)
=
e−(TF−TE1 )
(2sin(gs/2))2
, 7→ NgF−E1 = δg,0 .
5.8 F2 blown-up at two points
The web diagram is shown in Fig. 17 from which we obtain the following SL(2,Z) matrices
associated with the vertices
V1 = T
−1S−1 , V2 = V3 = V4 = S
−1T−1 , V5 = V6 = T
−1S−1 . (102)
The amplitude is then given by,
eF
(c)
inst =
6∑
a=1
∑
Ra
e−
∑6
b=1
lbrb
6∏
b=1
〈Rb+1|Vb+1|Rb〉 . (103)
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BF−E
EE
F−E
B+2F−E −E
12
21
2 1
R
R
R
R
R
R
1
2
3
4
5
6
V2 V1
V3
V4 V5
V6
Figure 17: 5-brane web dual to the local F2 blown-up at two points.
Where R7 = R1 and V7 = V1. By calculating the terms with la = δab we can determine the
renormalized Ka¨hler parameters in terms of rb,
r1 = TB + 2TF − TE1 − TE2 + log(λ) , (104)
r2 = TE2 + log(λ) ,
r3 = TF − TE2 + log(λ) ,
r4 = TB + log(λ) ,
r5 = TF − TE1 + log(λ) ,
r6 = TE1 + log(λ) .
In terms of TB,F,E1,E2 the amplitude is given by
eF
(c)
inst =
6∑
a=1
∑
Ra
e−(lBTB+lFTF−lE1TE1−lE2TE2 ) (−1)l2+l3+l5+l6 q−
1
2
(2κR1+κR2+κR3+κR5+κR6)
6∏
b=1
WRb+1,Rb .
where
lB := l1 + l4 , lF := 2l1 + l3 + l5 , lE1 := l1 + l5 − l6 lE2 := l1 + l3 − l2 . (105)
6 Conclusions
We have seen that topological closed string amplitudes can be written down directly from the
web diagram although underlying reason for a such a simple description of these amplitudes
is still a mystery. It would be extremely interesting to find this underlying theory giving the
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propagator and the three point vertex not only because it would give important insight into
closed string amplitudes but it may also provide a simple way of computing all genus open
string amplitudes. We believe that open string amplitudes also have a similar description in
terms of 5-brane webs with extra ingredient that we insert an operator in the calculation of
amplitude corresponding to the 3-cycle on which the holomorphic curves can have boundaries
as discussed in [37, 38].
Figure 18: Dashed line represents the non-compact 3-cycles on which D6-brane is wrapped.
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